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Menstrual Hygiene
Day 2019
Myna Takes to the Streets to Tackle Period Taboo
AN INITIATIVE BY MYNA MAHILA FOUNDATION

OUR WORK AT MYNA
Myna Mahila Foundation is a non-profit social enterprise
based in Govandi, Mumbai. The foundation is instituted
around tackling the lack of menstrual empowerment within
India.
Working within the Govandi slum-dweller communities,
Myna is helping to raise awareness around menstruation and
in bringing affordable sanitary products directly to the
women in need. Furthermore, Myna directly employs the
women who we seek to serve. Myna has been able to
provide a family for the women of our workforce, creating an
environment of both professional and personal growth.

MENSTRUAL HYGIENE DAY
MAIN ACTIVITIES
On 28th May 2019, the Myna family came together to
celebrate Menstrual Hygiene Day.
Here's a sneak peek of the efforts leading up to and during
Menstrual Hygiene Day:

Social Media Movement: #PadParade
Rally into the community of Chheda Nagar
Engaging and Understanding the
Community
Reflection
Gallery of Photos
The culmination of the rally and social media movement
was a result of weeks of planning, organization, and ideating
by the dedicated members of our Myna family. As more
people began joining in person and through social media,
our impact became stronger.
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Creating Internet Buzz
Before the Event

#PadParade Movement
Leading up to the event, we
The movement started in Mumbai,
organized a #PadParade social
and it quickly spread all around the
movement where we encouraged world. Men and women from India,
individuals around the world to post
the U.S., U.K., France, and Kenya
pictures of themselves holding pads proudly posed with a pad in their
in public. We did this to break down
hand. The photos were a visual
the shame associated with carrying representation of eradicating the
pads.
shame that came along with our
period.
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The Day of the Rally
Spreading our Message
During the rally, we took to the streets to
catch the attention of community members
and change their negative perception of
periods.
At first, women within our rally were hesitant
to yell out such bold, daring slogans.
However, after a few minutes, even our
youngest activists were vying to have a few
minutes with a microphone to lead the chant
of the slogans. Young or old, we made it clear
that periods should not be a point of shame- it should be a point of pride.

"During your period,
you should not be
shy, speak out about
it openly!"

Holding Posters up High!
We painted posters with vivid images and bold
messages to hold up high during the rally. As
we marched through the streets of Mhada
Colony and Chheda Nagar, we caught the
attention of men, women, and children -- they
had no choice BUT to listen to the truths we
were speaking about!

"Tell your own
story, give periods
a place in society!"

Our Slogans
Apanee Mahavari Ke Dauraan Sharmaana
Nahi Chahiyen, Khulke Baathe Karna
Chahiye
During your period, you should not be shy,
speak out about it openly!
Apana Banao Koi na Kissa, Periods ko do
Samaj me Hissa
Tell your own story, give periods a place in
society!
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Engaging with the Community
Alongside the rally, the Myna team began engaging with and distributing
pads to a total of 102 girls. The team travelled door-to-door to speak with
individual families to discuss pad use and menstrual hygiene. For every pad
distributed, we held educational sessions to debunk period stigma and
conducted surveys to receive data on menstruation practices within the
community. The women began sharing about the period stigma ingrained in
their households.

"

A young girl said:

I know that pads are safer
to use than cloth, but I
don't buy them because
they are very expensive
and I'm ashamed to be
seen with pads in public.

"
"

A mother told us:

My mom and my
grandma were always
silent regarding periods.
If I had gone to school, I
would have the
confidence to speak
openly about periods

"
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MENSTRUAL HYGIENE
DAY SURVEY 2019
We wanted to have a tangible sense of the women and girls we
reached through our rally, so we created a small survey and took down
their information.

OF 102 WOMEN SURVEYED IN CHHEDA NAGAR...

41%

46%

38%

USE ONLY CLOTH OR A
COMBINATION OF PAD AND
CLOTH WHEN ON THEIR PERIODS

ARE ASHAMED TO SPEAK
OPENLY ABOUT PERIODS

HAD NEVER
ATTENDED SCHOOL

Key
Highlighted
Fraction

PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS (AGE)

10-19

35%

20-29
30+

Rest of Survey
Respondents

33%
24%
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Our Impact
A Young Girl's Story of Empowerment
The Menstrual Hygiene Day Rally was an initiative by Myna Mahila to not only raise
awareness of menstrual hygiene amongst community members, but also to empower the
ralliers themselves. One such example was Uzma. She has been working at Myna since
2015, and she was 17 when we first met her. Her father had fallen off a 10-story building
while he was drunk and was left paralyzed. Her family, already poor, was not able to pay the
mounting hospital bills. Uzma was the only one in her family who was able to work, but
because she was poor, uneducated and painfully shy, she hadn’t been able to find a job
either. We hired Uzma knowing she needs moral support and some money more than
anything at this time in her life.
Four years later, during the Menstrual Hygiene Day rally, this young woman has become so
confident that she volunteered to hold the mic and lead the chant of slogans. She is an
inspiring representation of the necessity for women empowerment: she is one of our most
motivated workers and was one of our loudest advocates during the rally. A girl who was
too shy to say her name before is now proudly announcing the importance of menstrual
hygiene to strangers.

The Movement Doesn't End Here!
You Can Continue to Break Period Taboo

#PadParade
We started #PadParade in honor of International Menstrual Hygiene Day, but the message to
hold pads in public without shame should continue to resonate. Keep on posting photos
holding pads out in the open. Using the #PadParade and tagging @mynamahila, we can
continue to propel this movement even further!

Join the Rally
To make a similar event even more wide-reaching in the
future, we need your support as volunteers. Join us in inperson as we break period taboo!

Donate To Our Cause
With your continued financial support, we can further
reduce the stigma surrounding periods. Donate at
www.mynamahila.com/get-involved/donate/
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Contact us:
general phone number: +917208880031
media/donor/ partner queries: +919619964286
email: contact@mynafoundation.com ; website: mynamahila.com

